
Positive local 
relationships

COMMUNITY

Mutual support between our operations and the 
communities around them is vital to the success 
of our activities and for maintaining our social 
licence to operate.
Achievements in 2016
 Š Continued optimisation of our stakeholder engagement processes.

 Š Formalisation of the Petra Foundation (“PF”) to contribute 
to the social upliftment of our communities.

 Š The establishment of Enterprise Development Resource 
Centres at all our South African operations.

 Š Education-related projects continued in a number 
of host communities.

 Š The achievement of optimal staffing levels at all 
operations to ensure effective implementation 
of our social programmes.

Challenges
 Š Implementation of consistent stakeholder 

engagement across the Group.

 Š Managing community expectations, particularly 
with regards to the delivery of basic services 
which are not the primary responsibility 
of the Company.

 Š Delays in finalising some of our Social and 
Labour Plans (“SLPs”) in South Africa continue 
to impact the commencement of certain local 
economic development (“LED”) projects.

At a glance

Students attend class in Hwadi, near Williamson Mine.

Investing significant capital
Petra’s strategy is to invest its resources, 
including capital, in its operations in order 
to extend their lives. FY 2016 represented 
the Company’s peak Capex year.

Going ‘beyond compliance’
Petra’s aim is to better address the needs in our 
host communities by going ‘beyond compliance’ 
and providing support over and above what is 
required from a mandatory perspective.

US$324.1m
capital invested by Petra in FY 2016

c. US$141,000
funding contributed by the PF to five projects during FY 2016



Stakeholder engagement
Continuous and direct contact with 
our stakeholders is considered vital to 
developing positive relationships and to 
identifying issues as and when they arise.

Supporting local enterprise
Our operations use local suppliers of 
goods and services wherever possible, 
in line with our commitment to 
support local economic development.

97
meetings held with local community 
stakeholders in FY 2016

57%
proportion of South African procurement 
from BBBEE and HDSA suppliers
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Overview
Our host communities are regarded as one of the most 
important of our primary stakeholders and contributing to 
these groups in a meaningful, sustainable and long-term 
manner is therefore central to our strategy. 

Due to the location of our mines in remote areas, they often 
present the only major economic activity in the area. Their 
contribution towards employment and socio-economic 
development is therefore of critical importance.

Our community development efforts continue to be focused on:

 Š sustainable job creation;

 Š skills transfer (education and training);

 Š enterprise development; and

 Š infrastructure development.

Our approach 
Given the importance we attach to our local host communities, 
developing and maintaining positive relationships with them 
remains a priority for Petra. In line with our mission, which is 
to unlock value for all our stakeholders, our involvement in 
community development aims to contribute to alleviating the 
most critical needs in our local communities and to create 
life-changing opportunities for community members.

Our operations are predominantly located in regions of relatively 
low levels of socio-economic development and high unemployment, 
even where closer to urban areas, such as in the cases of Cullinan 
and our Kimberley operations. Our most important direct 
contribution to these areas is therefore the provision of sustainable 
employment and the associated economic impacts of our operations. 

In order to execute its business plan and create sustainable 
operations, Petra has committed significant capital to extending 
the lives of its mines and in FY 2016 our capital investment 
reached a peak of US$324.1 million (FY 2015: US$274.1 million). 
This substantial investment programme, which has been funded 
by our equity shareholders, our debt providers and out of mine 
cashflows over the years, will serve to ensure sustainable 
employment for our employees and contribute to the lasting 
viability of the communities surrounding our mines. 

In addition to providing sustainable employment, we augment 
our approach with initiatives such as locally focused employment 
and developing local suppliers to a level where they can supply 
products and services to the operations. Since all mining takes 
place on finite resources, any initiatives need to empower local 
communities to develop the skills and business base required 
for independent enterprise.

To ensure co-ordination and inclusivity in social planning 
and development, we strive to establish partnerships with our 
employees, Governments, communities, NGOs and educational 
institutions which can contribute to ensuring the optimal impact 
of our initiatives. We place emphasis on a long-term approach 
to corporate social investment to ensure its sustainability, 
particularly in the sphere of education where a focus on learning 
and skills development is at the core of our approach. 

Within the South African mining regulatory framework, all mines 
need to submit an SLP as part of their Mining Right Application. 
These SLPs prescribe some mandatory social expenditure as 
part of the Mining Rights awarded. However, the needs in our 
host communities require us to go ‘beyond compliance’ by 
providing support to community stakeholders over and above 
what is stipulated in terms of these mandatory requirements.

South Africa
Despite the relative decline in the mining industry and the 
recent commodity downturn, the mining sector is still regarded 
in South Africa as a key contributor to sustainable national 
development. As such, the mining industry is highly regulated 
to ensure that the country, especially at local community level, 
optimally benefits from the extraction of its mineral resources. 

An SLP which was negotiated and agreed at Local Government 
level and approved by the DMR is one of the various pieces of 
documentation that has to be submitted when applying for a 
Mining Right in South Africa. The SLP defines the operation’s 
obligations in terms of social, labour and community issues, 
and forms the basis for its social and labour-related activities 
and performance indicators over a five-year cycle. Following 
this five-year cycle, a new SLP needs to be consulted with 
stakeholders and approved by the DMR. The Mining Rights of 
our South African operations were awarded at different times, 
and their SLPs are therefore at different stages within the 
respective five-year cycle as outlined in the table below:

Operation SLP period

Cullinan 2013-2017

Finsch 2013-2017

Koffiefontein 2013-2017

Kimberley Underground 2015-2019

Kimberley Ekapa Mining 2013-2017

In addition to the performance indicators and commitments 
contained in the SLP, operations are also subject to the targets 
set out in the Mining Charter, as well as other laws and regulations 
such as the Employment Equity Act, the Broad-Based Black 
Economic Empowerment Act and various codes. The SLP for 
an operation is generally drafted to incorporate some of the 
targets of the Mining Charter relating to Human Resources 
Development (“HRD”), Employment Equity (“EE”), preferential 
procurement, local economic development (“LED”) and housing.

Annual reporting by each operation to the DMR is a mandatory 
element of the Mining Rights process, and requires a Mining 
Charter Report and an SLP Report which outline the progress 
made towards relevant set targets. Legislation also provides 
for an annual audit by the DMR. During these audits, various 
external stakeholders that include municipal and labour 
representatives are present in addition to representatives 
from the DMR. 

Tanzania
Although Williamson in Tanzania is not subject to any specific 
social legislation, Petra’s approach to corporate social responsibility 
goes beyond compliance and we are therefore committed to 
active and transparent stakeholder engagement as well as 
striving to make a positive impact on our local communities. 

Williamson’s Community Development Programme (“CDP”) 
continues to focus on three development areas: Community 
Development, Community Initiatives and Community Support, 
thereby ensuring that the mine adequately addresses local 
community development issues at different social levels. 

Botswana
A formal community development approach has not yet been 
adopted for Botswana, where our exploration operations are 
still at a relatively early stage. However, Petra Diamonds 
Botswana’s comprehensive Health, Safety, Environment and 
Quality (“HSEQ”) Policy Guidelines and Due Diligence Checklist 
make provision for the continued assessment of any impact 
of its drilling programme and development work. 
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Assessing and managing our impacts
A full Social Impact Assessment (“SIA”) was conducted at all 
South African operations during FY 2016 to assess the impacts 
of our operations in communities in which we operate. The 
objective of this study was to define our impacts, in order 
to put management programmes in place that are guided 
by a combination of country legislation; identification of and 
consultation on material issues with our stakeholders; a review 
of Company performance; and internal and external audits. 

As a second part of the study conducted by the same 
independent consultants, a full materiality assessment was 
carried out to guide Petra both with its conversion to GRI G4 
reporting standards and to ensure the responsible management 
of issues material to the sustainability of the Company – 
read more on pages 14 and 15.

The SIA has assisted with the identification and assessment of 
the key stakeholders, impacts, risks and issues across the full 
life cycle of our South African operations and therefore serves 
to inform the integrated and comprehensive Stakeholder 
Management Engagement Plan (“SMEP”) being developed 
for each of the operations and for the Company as a whole.

The SIA was not extended to Williamson at this stage; however, 
the materiality assessment was carried out. Petra will consider 
whether a full SIA is required for Williamson at a future point.

Community and stakeholder engagement
The implementation of a consistent and effective stakeholder 
engagement approach across the Group remains a priority for 
Petra in order to build on the robust processes covering 
engagement that we already have in place across the Group. 
The finalisation and implementation of a comprehensive and 
professional SMEP for each operation, which will then inform 
the Group-level SMEP and corresponding Petra Stakeholder 
Management Group Policy, is therefore a priority for FY 2017.

Continuing a process that started in FY 2015 to ensure that we 
have the right people in place to ensure positive stakeholder 
engagement, we have achieved optimal staffing of this function 
with qualified and experienced Social Compliance Practitioners 
during FY 2016.

Appropriate training programmes on the principles of stakeholder 
engagement and management were also further extended to 
relevant personnel, including officials from other disciplines who 
may have a bearing on this area, to ensure effective compilation 
and management of each individual operation’s SMEP.

Petra’s Social Compliance Matrix, which was put together following 
input from all the Group operations, forms an intrinsic part 
of the operational and Group SMEPs. This matrix records all 
stakeholder meetings and required frequencies and is aimed at 
ensuring a consistent approach is followed across the Group.

Stakeholders engaged
The selection of stakeholders, the content and style of the 
engagement, as well as the medium used, depends on strategic 
requirements and the specific communication objectives to 
be reached.

Petra identifies and interacts with the following three broad 
groups of stakeholders:

Internal stakeholders
This group consists of all people who are actively employed 
(either permanently or temporarily) by the Company, including 
the recognised employee representative bodies (trade unions). 

Primary external stakeholders
This group consists of all external stakeholders that have an 
ongoing relationship with the Company. This includes, but is 
not restricted to:

 Š shareholders; 

 Š official visitors to any of the facilities of the Company;

 Š the families of Company employees;

 Š communities in the labour-sending areas of the respective 
operations, via their elected representatives in the local and 
district municipalities and various community forums;

 Š suppliers and contractors, including their representatives 
that live and work at operations;

 Š relevant national, provincial (regional) and Local Government 
bodies and representatives including:

 Š the DMR in South Africa and various Government 
departments and agencies in Tanzania; 

 Š provincial Government departments; and 

 Š relevant Government departments, including those dealing 
with labour, water and environmental affairs and others;

 Š special interest groups, e.g. NGOs and community-based 
organisations (“CBOs”) operating in our communities;

 Š other industries, e.g. agriculture, operating within the sphere 
of influence of operations;

 Š enterprise within host communities, including business 
organisations such as relevant chambers of commerce;

 Š customers (i.e. clients who purchase rough diamonds);

 Š relevant media institutions, including community news 
agencies; and

 Š representatives of organisations and companies delivering 
services to our local communities, e.g. churches, insurance 
companies, educational institutions, etc.

Secondary external stakeholders
This group consists of all external stakeholders with whom 
the Company has sporadic or incidental dealings, such as:

 Š other mining companies; and

 Š companies that the operations may do sporadic business 
with, e.g. one-off suppliers.

Responding to issues
Petra regards direct engagement with its stakeholders as the 
primary means of building relationships and identifying issues 
to be resolved, and therefore has a continuous, planned and 
scheduled engagement process in place at all of its operations. 
Increased emphasis is being placed on tying these engagements 
into formal community communication structures, thereby 
reaching stakeholders more directly and over a broader front.

Petra is playing a pivotal role in some of our South African local 
communities in the establishment of broad-based facilitation 
processes which can bring together a range of community interest 
groups as well as local authorities and other Government institutions. 
This serves to enhance local issue identification, integrated planning 
and service delivery by the relevant state or corporate role 
player. While this initiative was only at an early stage by Year 
end, we are confident that it will significantly contribute to 
sustainable development in the communities concerned.

We continuously revise Petra’s programmes and community 
projects to incorporate issues raised, wherever material. Where 
appropriate and within their area of control, matters are elevated 
to relevant Government departments and organisations for 
assistance and/or resolution. 
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Indigenous people
Contact with indigenous people is only relevant to our exploration 
projects in Botswana and is sporadic in nature. We respect their 
culture and rights and have maintained regular, proactive contact 
with them as and when appropriate, as well as with the local 
authorities, individuals and NGOs, since we began our 
exploration programme in 2005. 

Petra’s activities remain at an early stage in Botswana, but we 
are committed to further engaging with the indigenous Basarwa 
people should any decision to develop commercial operations 
be taken. 

Petra reported no violations involving rights of indigenous 
people during FY 2016.

Artisanal mining
While the definition can vary from country to country, 
‘artisanal mining’ is generally meant to represent the informal 
mining sector, whereby an artisanal miner (either working 
independently or in a team) is in effect a subsistence miner 
who is not officially employed by a mining company. Such 
mining activity can at times be illegal, depending on which 
deposits the artisanal mining is targeting and depending on 
the specific legislation in the country concerned. 

At Petra’s underground operations, there is no risk of artisanal 
mining taking place given the defined outline of the mine site 
areas and the associated security. However, there is an ongoing 
risk of artisanal mining taking place at the Williamson mine in 
Tanzania, due to the vast size of the orebody (146 ha) and the 
challenges associated with securing such a large perimeter, as 
well as at the Kimberley Tailings Mineral Resources (“TMRs”) in 
South Africa, which again cover large areas which are harder to 
secure. The nature of these deposits being at surface also 
means they can be more easily targeted by artisanal miners.

In terms of various pieces of South African legislation, including 
the Diamond Act, the Mineral and Petroleum Resources 
Development Act, the Mine Health and Safety Act, the National 
Environmental Management Act and others, the prospecting 
for or extraction of diamonds, and trade in uncut diamonds, 
without the necessary authorisation is illegal. Generally, 
instances of such illegal mining is sporadic at our operations 
and dealt with in terms of the legislation mentioned.

During FY 2016 and to the date of this report, there is some 
illegal mining activity taking place in Kimberley, which involves 
illegal diggers targeting some of the outlying tailing mineral 
resources (“TMRs”) situated around the outskirts of the Mining 
Right area procured from De Beers in partnership with Ekapa 
Mining (Pty) Ltd. These activities are not impacting the TMRs 
that are currently supplying the operation’s primary tailings 
production, nor are they impacting the Kimberley Underground 
Operation. This activity is therefore not expected to have 
a material impact upon Petra’s production in the short 
to medium term. 

However, this is a matter of concern which should not remain 
unchecked. Petra is therefore committed to finding a long-term 
solution, via multifaceted stakeholder engagement and 
co-operation with the South African police, the Department 
of Mineral Resources and others, in order to deal with this 
matter decisively.

As mentioned above, some illegal mining activities also 
sporadically take place at Williamson. Again, Petra’s approach is 
to handle such incidences in accordance with the relevant local 
legislation and in co-ordination with all the relevant stakeholders.

Sport plays an important role in the smaller communities 
where many mining operations, including some of 
Petra’s mines, are located. Sports such as football 
(‘soccer’), netball and tennis are often the most 
important outdoor recreation for the community, 
and serve as an important cohesive factor 
in these communities.

The Ditlhake sports field in Koffiefontein, which was 
constructed some years ago, has over time fallen into 
disrepair and subsequent disuse, due to both inclement 
weather and vandalism. This led to a large part of the 
community not having sporting facilities close to where 
they live, and rehabilitation of these sports facilities 
has been a request from the community for a 
considerable period of time.

For the five-year Social and Labour Plan (“SLP”) 
period between FY 2013 and FY 2017, Koffiefontein 
Diamond Mine, through consultation with all 
stakeholders, identified the Ditlhake sports field 
refurbishment as a community project in terms of 
the local economic development projects required 
in an SLP. The project was endorsed by the 
local municipality.

Implementation of these refurbishments started during 
November 2015 and they were completed in June 
2016. These facilities were officially handed over 
to the Letsemeng Local Municipality, and officially 
opened, during September 2016.

Implementation of the project created 62 jobs 
through the five local SMMEs that benefited from 
the project to comprehensively refurbish these 
facilities and ensure that they can be maintained 
sustainably for the longer-term benefit of 
the community. 

Amongst other work, the refurbishment of the 
Ditlhake sports field included the installation of 
a borehole for water supply to irrigation and an 
automatic sprinkler system, together with a drainage 
system, soil preparation, the planting of suitable 
hardy grass on the football field and the upgrade of 
the stands. In addition, combo courts, which can be 
used for netball and tennis, were constructed, and 
the existing buildings, which include change rooms, 
a clubhouse and an entrance venue, were either 
constructed or restored. Part of the extensive 
electric work done at these facilities includes the 
installation of solar floodlights for the football field.

During the official handover of these facilities to the 
Municipality, the General Manager of Koffiefontein 
Diamond Mine, Lino Nkuna, emphasised that the mine 
and the community must take joint ownership of 
these facilities and ensure that they will provide 
enjoyment for many years to come.

Refurbishing Ditlhake Sports 
Complex – Adding value to 
the Koffiefontein community
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Group social investment
Our approach
Given that Petra plans to extend the life of its operations for a 
considerable period of time, we believe in investing in long-term 
projects which will have a lasting positive impact and which 
address the socio-economic needs of the communities in which 
we operate. Our approach to corporate social investment is 
therefore developmental in nature and aimed at creating 
sustainability in communities beyond the life of active 
diamond mining.

A critical part of this is our focus on skills development within 
local communities in order to build the scarce skills capacity 
required to grow the economy and create mass employment. 

Our mines’ involvement in building skills starts at grassroots 
level, in the form of the maths and science school support 
programme and the provision of scholarships. This is continued 
at tertiary education level with opportunities provided through 
the bursary scheme, the graduate development programme 
and the provision of practical experience through our 
experiential training programme.

The success of a number of our CSI projects is dependent on 
our local communities having the necessary skills to implement 
and eventually manage them, and Petra therefore aims to provide 
the required training and advice wherever possible. We also 
facilitate steering committees to assess, implement, monitor 
and evaluate the progress of our projects, consisting of our 
employees, members of the local community and municipality, 
and other service providers. 

In addition to delivering support of a financial nature, 
Petra provides:

 Š volunteers who can assist either through manpower 
or expertise;

 Š technical or managerial assistance and advice;

 Š portable skills training for community members; and

 Š opportunities for local SMMEs with regards to skills transfer 
and linking in to mine supply chains.

Expenditure in FY 2016
Our Group social spend remained flat in USD terms at 
circa US$1.7 million in FY 2016 (FY 2015: circa US$1.7 million), 
representing 3% of the Company’s net profit after tax. 
However in ZAR terms, our expenditure in South Africa rose 
19% to ZAR19.6 million (FY 2015: ZAR16.3 million).

FY 2016 FY 2015
Expenditure by country (US$) (US$)

South Africa 1,334,870 1,338,975

Tanzania (Williamson) 407,384 350,000

Group total spend 1,742,254 1,688,975

South Africa
We are continuing to spend in line with our approved SLP 
obligations in South Africa, although some updated financial 
commitments are yet to be finalised, agreed and approved. 
The majority of our social spend in South Africa is therefore 
allocated to Local Economic Development (“LED”) projects, 
which are defined and agreed with local community 
representatives and the DMR and stipulated in our SLPs. 

The Youth Mathematics Support Project, as approved 
by the Petra Foundation for Koffiefontein, was launched 
in October 2015. The project is aimed at addressing 
the lack of youths with a Grade 12 (National Senior 
Certificate) mathematics qualification in the community 
in which the mine operates. This shortage of mathematics 
qualifications among youths prevents them from 
benefiting from opportunities offered by the mine, 
such as learnerships and entry level positions, as 
mathematics is a prerequisite. Moreover, this project 
is also intended to assist the mine’s employees 
who value further training and development 
for career advancement.

Data from a National Senior Certificate examination 
diagnostic report clearly demonstrates that there has 
been a decline in mathematics achievement both in the 
categories 30% and above as well as 40% and above 
over the years. This in turn translates to a decline in 
Grade 12 learners eligible for employment at the mine 
or in any other sector, and Grade 12 learners qualifying 
for tertiary education. The Youth Mathematics Support 
Project thus originated from the need to address this 
decline in Grade 12 mathematics achievement.

Currently there are 35 beneficiaries of the project 
who registered with the Department of Education 
for either the Amended Senior Certificate or the 
National Senior Certificate, depending on their age. 
The Department of Education will be monitoring and 
moderating the standard of assessment to assure 
that the quality and pace of work done is up to standard.

The project consists of three main areas of support, 
as follows:

1. Each candidate received stationery, a calculator, 
a text book and a revision book worth ZAR700.

2. These candidates receive six hours of mathematics 
lectures per week and extra tutoring when needed 
to master a topic.

3. Guidance on the answering of examination papers 
and successful studying is provided.

The official inauguration of the Youth Mathematics 
Support Project took place at Koffiefontein on 
1 February 2016. 

23 learners were asked to complete questionnaires 
for feedback purposes on the project. The following 
is the outcome of the survey:

 Š Most learners became part of the project because 
they either did not have a Grade 12 mathematics 
qualification or they did the subject and got 
poor marks.

 Š Most learners were made aware of the project through 
the local library, Koffiefontein and word of mouth.

 Š Most learners did not encounter any difficulties 
in attending the scheduled classes.

 Š Most learners intend to apply for bursaries, enrol 
in engineering courses and/or apply for jobs after 
completion of the programme.

 Š Some learners feel that physical science should 
also be incorporated as part of the project.

Up to this point, the Petra Foundation has contributed 
a sum of ZAR130,005.49 (approximately US$9,000) to the 
project. Future plans for the project include expanding 
towards the entire local municipal area as well as including 
physical science and technology as part of the project.

Youth Mathematics Support Project
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In line with Petra’s aim to go beyond compliance 
in communities, provision for discretionary 
social development spend, over and above 
the mandatory requirements, is also made. 
The Petra Foundation (“PF”) was established 
as a non-profit organisation (“NPO”) 
to co-ordinate and integrate our 
social expenditure.

There has been significant development 
since 2014 when Petra Diamonds recognised 
a need to set up the PF as a social fund. 
Setting up the PF involves overcoming 
a number of governance and legal issues 
in order for the PF to function as a legitimate 
non-profit organisation and to be able 
to meaningfully contribute towards 
development in our community. 

The PF received its non-profit status from the South African 
Revenue Service (“SARS”) in April 2016 and can now operate 
with full income tax exemption status. The implication is 
that the PF is now enabled to raise funds to contribute 
towards community development projects.

The PF approved a number of projects during June 2016 
which will be implemented over and above the projects 
implemented in 2015. The PF’s focus is mainly on 
education-based projects and programmes, as the PF 
believes that education is one of the main contributing 

factors towards the sustainability of the 
Company and communities in which the 
mines operate.

The mines are requested to submit their 
nominations for projects or programmes 
which the PF can consider for funding. 
These projects need to meet certain 
prescribed and agreed-to criteria. These 
criteria were established to ensure that the 
PF’s contribution towards development in 
communities has maximum impact and is 
positive and long lasting.

One of the main tasks that the PF would 
like to achieve during FY 2017 is to improve 
communication with all PF stakeholders. 

The Board of the PF will also visit the 
operations and some of the projects to see how the projects 
have been implemented. The PF is also aiming to set up a 
link on the Petra Diamonds website whereby applications 
for funding of projects can be received from the community.

The PF is a new avenue through which Petra Diamonds can 
make a meaningful contribution towards our communities. 
The impact of the projects must support development 
and continued sustainability of the communities.

Petra strongly supports a culture of doing – all employees 
are therefore continuously encouraged to support the 
objectives of the PF by working together to bring about 
positive change in their communities.

The Petra Foundation – ready to make a difference

Learners from local schools are deriving significant benefit from the Maths 
Buddy initiative, one of the projects sponsored by the Petra Foundation.
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Group social investment continued
Tanzania
In Tanzania, Williamson contributes directly towards community 
development through assistance with the advancement of social, 
commercial, industrial, educational, medical and administrative 
infrastructure for the benefit of local communities.

Williamson’s corporate social responsibility plan, which is informed 
by the mine’s stakeholder engagement plan, concentrated on 
the following areas for contribution and support during FY 2016:

 Š provision of educational infrastructure for relevant 
local communities; 

 Š facility improvements of health infrastructure for relevant 
local communities;

 Š assistance to vulnerable groups, i.e. physically disabled 
groups and orphans;

 Š establishment of play parks for the entertainment 
of young children;

 Š improvement to sport infrastructure, including the creation 
of mini soccer pitches;

 Š supply of services (including free potable water) to internal 
and external communities; 

 Š educational services to schools on important topics, 
including environmental and HIV awareness; and 

 Š provision of 1,000+ desks to the Kishapu District 
for distribution to other village schools.

Williamson owns and operates the Mwadui primary school, 
which provides free English primary school education to 460 
learners. The school is the only primary school in the district with 
formalised computer training and a computer centre and 
continues to be considered a top achiever at district, regional 
and national level.

Generating economic benefits
Petra is committed to transparency with regards to payments 
to Governments, both in terms of taxes and royalties, as well 
as our other areas of significant social expenditure.

We support the principles of the Extractive Industries Transparency 
Initiative (“EITI”) and Publish What You Pay (“PWYP”), given 
that publishing details of Petra’s tax payments to Governments 
can increase confidence and help improve community support 
for its activities.

In FY 2016, the Group paid a total of US$49.6 million in taxes 
and royalties (FY 2015: US$25.7 million). It should be noted that 
Petra’s operations are currently subject to varying levels of tax 
shields, due to the significant level of investment being spent by 
the Company at each operation. As the capital expenditure phase 
starts to wind down, payments of taxes and royalties are due 
to rise considerably, in line with the profitability of each operation.

The Group spent US$125.9 million on wages in FY 2016 
(FY 2015: US$141.0 million), a lower figure in USD mainly due 
to the weakening of the Rand during the Year. The generally 
accepted ‘multiplier effect’ in South Africa and Tanzania is x10, 
which means that whilst Petra directly employs 5,005 
permanent employees and 5,763 contractors, a significantly 
larger number of people are dependent on our operations. 

Value added statement
For the year ended 30 June 2016

30 June 2016
US$ million

30 June 2015
US$ million

30 June 2014
US$ million

Revenue 430.9 425.0 472.6

Paid to suppliers for material and services (136.6) (145.1) (144.2)

Value added 294.3 279.9 328.4

Income from investments 1.7 4.1 7.6

Wealth created 296.0 284.0 336.0

Wealth distribution:

Employees

Salaries, wages and other benefits (125.9) (141.0) (140.0)

Net salaries, wages and benefits (98.9) (112.0) (116.9)

Salary-related taxes (26.9) (29.0) (23.1)

Providers of capital (44.5) (16.7) (11.4)

Finance cost (29.1) (16.7) (11.4)

Dividends paid (15.4) — —

Governments

Tax (paid)/received (22.7) 3.3 (30.0)

Reinvested in the Group 103.0 129.6 154.6

Depreciation and capital items 369.7 305.4 250.8

Retained earnings (266.7) (175.8) (96.2)

296.0 284.0 336.0




